
Welcome to the training, Promoting Digital Literacy for Adult Learners!
We are so excited to share this resource with all of you. This training is designed to 
help anyone supporting adult learners— in a variety of settings to help both volunteer 
digital mentors and tutors, as well as professional adult education teachers and 
librarians to understand and utilize Promoting Digital Literacy for Adult Learners: A 
Resource Guide (subsequently referred to as The Resource Guide) as effectively as 
possible. 

This training provides essential information and tips that will help you use this digital 
literacy resource guide to support adult learners in meeting their unique digital literacy 
goals. 

Note: You may want to create an opening slide with your contact information and the 
training date. SAMPLE

https://assets.ctfassets.net/qb4xilcny5qs/3y0jef51JCSd2vJeTETqBH/88ed1ff5cb624572ec4767c99a98bcf5/DigitalLiteracyforAdultLearners-ResourceGuide-April2022_updated.pdf


The Barbara Bush Foundation for Family Literacy and Digital Promise partnered to 

develop Promoting Digital Literacy for Adult Learners: A Resource Guide for all those 

working directly or in small group instructional settings with adult learners. With 

contributions from experts across the adult learning field, the team set out to create a 

dynamic resource that would improve the quality, effectiveness, and comprehension 

of digital skills training in any learning context. The final product provides over 75 

pages of research-based insights, best practices, key resources, as well as strategies 

for meeting unique learner needs, especially in digital skills learning and application. 

But the sheer amount of content may be a lot to initially process, particularly for 

instructors who are new to working with adult learners.
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SAMPLE

https://www.barbarabush.org/
https://www.barbarabush.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Digital-Literacy-Resource-Guide-for-Adult-Learners-.pdf


As a result of this training on effective ways to apply Promoting Digital Literacy for 

Adult Learners: A Resource Guide, participants will be able to:

• Identify and discuss key concepts, such as the Whole Learner Framework, in 

their own words

• Increase confidence in identifying adult learner needs and goals related to 

digital literacy, and identifying research-based strategies to support them 

• Navigate the resource guide as a resource to answer questions or find 

strategies for digital literacy challenges that arise either in real time or in 

learner scenarios
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SAMPLE

https://www.barbarabush.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Digital-Literacy-Resource-Guide-for-Adult-Learners-.pdf


Review session agenda
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SAMPLE



Welcome to the course! We will be getting to know each other throughout the course, 
but just to get started, please share your name and how it is pronounced correctly, 
your personal pronouns, your role in supporting adult learners, and briefly describe 
your experience teaching digital skills.

For example, are you new to it? Were you forced to teach digitally during the 
pandemic? Are you a volunteer? Are you designing a digital skills curriculum?

Preference is not to do this in the chat so you can hear people say their names how 
they prefer them to be pronounced.

In-person adaptation: Turn and talk to a partner or in groups of 3.
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SAMPLE



Depending on the context and comfort with technology, you can discuss this question 
in pairs, as a whole group, or the best option, via mentimeter: Mentimeter is an online 
presentation software that helps you create easy-to-build interactive polls, quizzes, 
and word clouds to support more participation and less stress! See slide 7 to try it.

SAMPLE

https://www.mentimeter.com/app/presentation/8fe0954e19327b270755de1659aea5eb/f9e5e0a54440/edit


Note, this is a sample Mentimeter created by the instructional design team. For your 
own training cohort, you will need to create mentimeter slides of your own with 
specific codes. Not to worry, it is very easy to do. Please visit 
https://www.mentimeter.com to create your interactive poll, quiz, word cloud or any 
other type of digital engagement. You can use this in person or in virtual settings. It’s 
a great way to build engagement and digital skills at the same time.

Once you create your poll via mentimeter, be sure to update the slide and code to 
direct participants to the correct question.
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SAMPLE

https://www.mentimeter.com


Icebreaker option (choose just one): Two truths and a lie
• See the resource guide for more instructions about this icebreaker. 
• The presenter can start with an example from themselves and the group guesses 

the lie.
• For very large groups, this can be done in groups of 4-5 in a 5-minute breakout 

room session.
• Or, to save time, it can be done in the main session with 5-6 participants sharing 

their three sentences in the chat or by unmuting, one at a time. Presenter will have 
to manage the number of people who share their truths and lies in the chat to make 
sure there are not too many messages for people to follow. People can participate 
actively by sharing their truths and lies or more passively by guessing which is the 
lie.

In-person modification: Presenter gives participants 2 minutes to think and write. 
Participants share their truths and lies in groups of 3-5.
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SAMPLE



Icebreaker option (choose just one): Camera on / Camera off

See the resource guide for more instructions about this icebreaker. 

Questions:
[Presenter chooses 6-10 questions to end here and ask, depending on the audience. 
See ideas in speaker’s notes. Add an additional slide, if needed.]

Question ideas, or create your own:

Are you from [state training is taking place]?
Have you been with this company/school for more than 5 years?
Are you teaching or tutoring now?
Do you speak a language other than English?
Have you looked at your phone more than 5 times so far today?
Did you have trouble learning a new digital skill sometime this week?
Did you get enough sleep last night?
Are you nervous about participating in this training?
Have you had a caffeinated beverage yet today?
Have you left the country sometime in the last 5 years?
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SAMPLE



Have you been to your local library sometime in the last two years?
Are you an introvert?

In person modification: Raise a hand for “yes,” or raise a green card for “yes” and a 
red card for “no.”

SAMPLE



Chapter 1 provides important context for the digital literacy resource guide, including 

why access to digital literacy skills training and connectivity are so critical for 

Americans today. 

Learning Objectives
• Participants will understand the purpose of the resource guide, and why digital 

skills and connectivity are so important to adult learners and workers

• Participants will set personal learning goals for improving their ability to meet 

the unique digital literacy needs of their learners
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SAMPLE



Paraphrase the following paragraphs from pages 5-6 to help create a context for 
digital literacy:

Technological advances in automation and artificial intelligence are also changing 
society and the culture of work. To earn a living and navigate public and social 
systems, adults across all ages, races, genders, major industries, and most 
occupations need to continuously develop and apply digital skills. But equity in the 
rapidly changing digital economy remains a challenge. An estimated 30 percent of 
Americans—especially those with a high school diploma or less—will have to switch 
jobs in the coming years or develop the skills that employers are now seeking. Adults 
may need to expand their capabilities or ‘upskill’ to pursue new career paths. This 
positions adults to thrive in today’s workplace and that of the future. There are 
tangible benefits, too. Those who develop new foundational skills earn more, provide 
more value to employers, and enjoy greater job mobility.
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SAMPLE



Organized into five chapters along with additional resources and appendices, the 

resource guide provides a comprehensive framework for promoting digital literacy 

skills through the lens of the whole adult learner. Understanding the adult learner 

experience is critical to designing and implementing personalized and effective digital 

skills training. The resource guide offers ample strategies that build on the key 

concept of learner variability, the recognition that every learner has a unique set of 

strengths and challenges across a whole learner framework that are interconnected 

and vary according to context. 

The purpose of this Facilitator’s Handbook and accompanying slide deck is to support 

facilitators who are introducing the resource guide to educators, employers, mentors, 

and volunteers that work with adult learners. It provides recommendations for training 

others on how to use the resource guide, such as making the most of key features 

and facilitation tips and applying a whole learner framework.
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How would you describe your adult learning context? Ask participants to share the 
kind of learning context they will be working in with adult learners. In-person 
adaptation: Turn and talk to a partner or in groups of 3.
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SAMPLE



Share out in small groups, whole group, or via chat/zoom, depending on the size of 
your group and how much time you have.
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SAMPLE



Let’s define a few key terms. Take a moment to think through these terms and 
definitions also on page 6. We are going to focus now on digital resilience and then 
explore the concept of digital literacy in more depth for chapter 3.
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SAMPLE



Today, digital resilience – the awareness, skills, agility, and confidence to be 
empowered users of new technologies and adapt to changing digital skill demands –
is more important than ever for active participation in society and the economy.

In what ways are you digitally resilient? Give an example of yourself or someone in 
your life. This can be via chat or discussion, depending on learning context.

Example:
Sarah: I am very aware of digital skills and technology and consider myself to have 
fairly advanced skills for the work I do, such as writing in Microsoft Word, using zoom, 
accessing health portals, completing online forms, keeping track of my LinkedIn 
profile, email, etc. In terms of agility, I am sometimes hesitant to take on learning a 
new app or platform, like Asana, because I feel overwhelmed with the number of 
usernames, passwords, and I get fatigue switching back and forth all day between 
applications. I think I have confidence.

My mother has severe dyslexia and struggles with reading, in general. She is 
completely overwhelmed with accessing health or financial information online or 
booking air travel to visit grandchildren. She is not at all confident in her digital skills, 
even though she can navigate apps on her phone fairly well.
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SAMPLE

https://digitalus.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/DigitalUS-Report-pages-20200602.pdf


Take two minutes to write your own list of everything you did yesterday that required 
digital skills. Provide some of your own examples such as: email colleague, schedule 
a meeting via google calendar, text Mom, post anniversary picture on Instagram, 
access my son’s online health records

(Allow 2 minutes for participants to write their own list.)

SAMPLE



To model opportunities to build digital literacy skills, create a mentimeter and invite 

participants to co-generate a word cloud to show all of the digital skills that 

participants recognize. Note, prepare this mentimeter before class to be ready to 

provide the code.
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SAMPLE

https://www.mentimeter.com/app/presentation/8fe0954e19327b270755de1659aea5eb/38214765bab0/edit


There are several interactive activities and opportunities for learning and reading. 
Here you can see listed all the types of Key Features and a brief description of them. 
We will engage with several Key Features through the rest of the training. 
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Page 8
Now that we have defined some basic terms and you have fresh in your mind how 
essential digital skills are to everyday and work life, let’s Pause and Reflect and set a 
learning goal for this training. As you will see in the resource guide and in this 
training, Pause and Reflects are one of the Key Features. They are opportunities to 
do just that–stop, take a moment and think about what you’ve learned or what more 
you want to learn about.

I will give you a moment to think through these questions and write down a few notes 
which we’ll return to at the end of the training.
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